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PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY

A PHOTOVOICE PARTICIPATORY EVALUATION OF
A SCHOOL GARDENING PROGRAM THROUGH THE
EYES OF FIFTH GRADERS
By Catherine Sands,
Lee Ellen Reed,
Krista Harper,
and Maggie Shar
Introduction
The garden brings people together
because you’re all working togeth
er to plant all these things.

I

!"#$%"&'()!*#)+%,"-.#$"*(/0%"&#10%!#&"
at the Williamsburg Elementary
School in rural Western Massachusetts
ask to snack on sorrel and chives from
the school garden, between planting
potatoes and building a shade struc
#1(%".2("#$%)("21#022("34/&&(22+5"6$%7"
/(%"+%+8%(&"2."#$%"-(&#"32$2(#"2."#$%"
curriculumintegrated program initiated
by Fertile Ground, a grassroots initiative
)!"9%&#%(!":/&&/3$1&%##&5"6$%"3$)40(%!;&"
delight in the fresh greens they have
grown marks a national phenomenon: the
./(+<#2<&3$224"+2=%+%!#5">)#$"4)+)#%0"
resources, parents, teachers, students,
administrators, and community activists
are developing inroads to better school
food and food education, by construct
ing school teaching gardens, visiting
neighboring farms, engaging in class
(22+"322?)!*"'(2@%3#&"/!0"32++1!)#7"
harvest meals, and providing lasting farm
/!0"3/.%#%()/"'(231(%+%!#"32!!%3#)2!&5"
This wave of national activism has arisen
in response to the alarming dietbased
childhood health crisis, and a desire for
hands on experiences that connect young
people to the land, food, history, their
32++1!)#7A/!0"#$%+&%4=%&5"
During Spring 2008, Fertile Ground
underwent a participatory evaluation
'(2@%3#,")!"9$)3$"-.#$"*(/0%"&#10%!#&"
assessed the value of inquirybased,
handson learning in the school gar
0%!"#$(21*$"#$%"B$2#2=2)3%"+%#$205"

Photo by Williamsburg Students

Photo by Williamsburg Students

Figure 1. Composting at School

Figure 2. Planting Potatoes

Photovoice research places cameras in
the hands of community members so that
they themselves document and discuss
their concerns and perspectives (Wang et
/45"CDDEF5"6$%"(%&%/(3$"9/&"0%&)*!%0"#2"
gain insight about the students’ knowl
edge of food, nutrition, and community
food systems, having participated in six
years of handson programming in the
&3$224"*/(0%!5"6$%"(%&%/(3$"/4&2"/)+%0"
to illuminate the students’ impressions of
leadership, fellowship, care for the land
and community that have arisen out of
G%(#)4%"H(21!0"./(+<#2<&3$224"'(2*(/+&5"
The Photovoice study was designed
by Fertile Ground Director Catherine
Sands, undergraduate anthropology in
tern Lee Ellen Reed, and Maggie Shar,
Fertile Ground program coordinator
/!0")!&#(13#2(5"B(2.%&&2("I()&#/"J/('%("
&1''2(#%0"#$%"'(2@%3#"9)#$"$%("%K'%(#)&%"
in research methods and with equipment
from her newly established Photovoice
Research Lab at the University of
:/&&/3$1&%##&,"L+$%(&#5"6$)&"/(#)34%"
outlines the context of school garden
learning programs and its relevance
today, delineates the methodology of
our research, its assets and limitations,
and offers an example of youthdriven,
participatory Photovoice research and
%=/41/#)2!".2("./(+<#2<&3$224"'(2*(/+&5"

Why School Gardens? Why Local
Foods Curriculum?
The farmtoschool movement
teaches children where their food comes
from and develops new school mar
?%#&".2("&+/44"./(+%(&5"M#"$/&"%+%(*%0"
as a response to a growing nutritional
health crisis in young people, result
ing in elevated levels of childhood
28%&)#7"/!0"0)%#"(%4/#%0")44!%&&5"L!#2!)/"
Demas, founder of the Food Studies
Institute writes, “Children are grow
ing up in a fastfood culture, detached
from where their food comes from, how
it is produced, and how it affects their

Photo by Williamsburg Students

!"#$%&'()'*+,-."/#'0%&&/1'2%3,'
the School Garden
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Photo by Lee Ellen Reed

Figure 4. Students Building a
Ramada

820)%&"/!0"+)!0&5"6$%"32&#&")!"'$7&)
cal and emotional health have been
&#/**%()!*N"OP%+/&"QRREF5"M!"#%!"7%/(&,"
farmtoschool (F2S) has emerged
throughout the nation as a program that
can positively affect children’s dietary
habits, improve the quality of food in
school meals, and support local agri
314#1(%"OS2&$)"/!0"T%%(7"QRRUF5"V!%"2."
the reasons for the growth and excite
ment about the F2S movement is that
it brings together disparate advocacy
groups whose work has previously
been separate: sustainable agriculture,
antihunger, and public health and nutri
#)2!"OL44%!"/!0"H1#$+/!"QRREF5"GQW"
provides new, reliable markets for local
farmers, reintroduces traditional food
knowledge and customs, and addresses
the need to improve the federal free and
reduced price lunch program, and the

Photo by Williamsburg Students

Figure 5. A Student Discusses
Plans with Garden Educator
Hope Guardenier
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crisis in health due to processed foods
and lack of access to fresh and local
'(2013%5"L&"L44%!"/!0"H1#$+/!"!2#%,"
rooted in public money, F2S has the
potential to affect children equitably
/3(2&&"(/3%"/!0"34/&&"4)!%&5":/!7"&#/#%&"
have introduced legislation to sup
'2(#"/&'%3#&"2."GQW5"W3$224"*/(0%!&,"/"
&)*!)-3/!#"./3#2(")!"#$%"./(+<#2<&3$224"
methodology, offer direct, handson
4%/(!)!*"%K'%()%!3%&5"
F2S programs have grown from
six local efforts in 1997 to nearly two
thousand in thirty nine states today
O:/3P2!/40"QRRXF5":2(%"#$/!".21(#%%!"
&#/#%&"!29"$/=%"GQW"4%*)&4/#)2!5"M!"
Massachusetts, a provision of the Local
Agricultural Preference Law creates
incentives to support procurement of
423/4".220&")!"&3$224&5"L00)#)2!/447,"
a coalition of food, health, education,
hunger, and sustainable agriculture or
ganizations and agencies has introduced
with Representatives Kulik and Forry
legislation to create a state food policy
council which will address food security
policy issues with the aim of getting
more nutritious, locally grown food to
+2(%"'%2'4%5"6$%&%"'24)3)%&"'(2=)0%"#$%"
essential foundation to support child
$220"$%/4#$"/!0"9%44!%&&"OY%&#4%"QRRUF5"
However, they will not change chil
0(%!;&"%/#)!*"$/8)#&"/42!%5"L"3()#)3/4"')%3%"
of the farmtoschool movement centers
on the education and exposure neces
sary to encourage children to eat fresh
=%*%#/84%&5"L"(%3%!#"Z2(!%44"[!)=%(&)#7"
study suggests that children learn more
about nutrition and wellness when tak
ing part in the planning stages of school
and community gardens, than solely by
9%%0)!*"/!0"9/#%()!*"=%*%#/84%&5"6$%"
author states, “enlisting the creativity
and innovative thinking of young people,
is necessary to make lasting change”
O\/+%&<W$%/=47"QRRXF5"G%(#)4%"H(21!0")&"
forging these changes, through innova
tive programming at the Williamsburg
\4%+%!#/(7"W3$224&"/!0"8%72!05"

B)2!%%("]/44%7"2.":/&&/3$1&%##&5"6$%"
gardening program examined in this
study was begun in 2001 when teach
ers, families, and children from rural
Western Massachusetts and teenage
farm leaders from nearby urban Holy
oke’s Nuestras Raíces, an economic
and community development organiza
tion, broke ground at the Williamsburg
'184)3"%4%+%!#/(7"&3$2245">)#$"#%/3$%("
Sherrie Marti, Fertile Ground director
Catherine Sands launched a program
to teach children how to grow and
0%4)*$#")!"%/#)!*".(%&$"=%*%#/84%&5"6$%"
program has grown from a kindergarten
34/&&"'(2@%3#"#2"/".144<&3$224"+20%4,")!"
which sustainability, organic gardening,
healthy eating, cultural appreciation and
&23)/4"@1&#)3%"/(%"4%/(!%0"%K'%()%!#)/447"
.(2+"*(/0%&"B(%I<E5"
Each year, each class spends one day
a week for 24 weeks outside study
)!*"9)#$"%013/#2("J2'%"H1/(0%!)%(5"
The children grow produce from seeds
started indoors in the winter under grow
lights, plant them out, tend, harvest, and
cook a community harvest feast in the
./445"6$%"31(()3141+<)!#%*(/#%0"'(2*(/+"
addresses state framework standards in
math, language arts, social studies, and
&3)%!3%5"G%(#)4%"H(21!0"'(2*(/+&")!"#$%"
Williamsburg School were designed to
broaden students’ experiences of tasting
fresh vegetables by combining handson
learning with constant sampling of fresh
vegetables that the children themselves
*(%95"6$%"&#10%!#&"&#107"32+'2&#)!*,"
decomposition, cultural food tradi
tions, the water cycle, weather, rocks
/!0"+)!%(/4&,"'4/!#"*(29#$5"6$%7"+%%#"
neighboring farmers on the farm and in
#$%"#29!"H(/!*%"J/445"69%!#7"&3$224"
families adopt the garden each sum
+%(5"G%(#)4%"H(21!0")&".1!0%0"87"423/4"
foundations, donors, and Williamsburg
./+)4)%&5"

Research Setting: The Fertile
Ground Garden at Williamsburg
Elementary School

During Spring 2008, Williamsburg
-.#$<*(/0%"&#10%!#&"8%3/+%"B$2#2=2)3%"
researchers, documenting experiential
%013/#)2!")!"#$%"&3$224"*/(0%!5"^%%0"
and Sands worked closely with teach
ers to develop a participatory research

Williamsburg is a predominantly
middleclass rural town located in the

Adapting the Photovoice Method to
Classroom Research
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'(2@%3#".2("&#10%!#&"#2"0231+%!#"#$%)("
perspectives of the garden and local
foods curriculum from early March
#2"4/#%":/7"QRRX5"^%%0"$%4'%0"#$%"
&#10%!#&"9)#$"#/?)!*"')3#1(%&,"@21(!/4
ing, and facilitated short focus group
0)&31&&)2!&"/!0"'%%(")!#%(=)%9&5"T/&%0"
on their perceptions of the value of
learning about growing and eating
healthy whole foods, the students
selected photos for discussion and
0)&'4/75"Z2++1!)#7"+%+8%(&"/!0"
other stakeholders in food policy,
food education, the school system,
and local business were invited to the
June exhibition at the Meekins Public
Library, a community hub in Williams
81(*5"6$%"%K$)8)#)2!"#$%!".2(*%0"/"'/#$"
across the region to stakeholders and
policymakers working to improve food
/33%&&5"
Sixteen of the school’s twentyfour
-.#$"*(/0%(&"3$2&%"#2"'/(#)3)'/#%,"&)*!
)!*"32!&%!#".2(+&"9)#$"#$%)("'/(%!#&5"
Sands, Guardenier, and Reed, together
with teachers, Amelia Szabo and Karen
Bierwert, devised a method of struc
turing spring gardening classes into
revolving shifts of photographers and
activity participants, with Reed super
=)&)!*"#$%"'$2#2*(/'$%(&5"6$%"&3$224"
computer instructor, John Heffernan,
conducted an introductory photography
34/&&5"^%%0,"W/!0&"/!0"G%(#)4%"H(21!0"
program coordinator Maggie Shar,
collaboratively designed a method of
%4)3)#)!*")+/*%&"/!0"(%_%3#)2!&".(2+"
&#10%!#&5"\/3$"'/(#)3)'/#)!*"&#10%!#"
took four photos every other week, and
on the off weeks received her photos in
print, with writing prompts or questions
4)&#%0"8%4295"
" G2("#$%"-(&#"3$)447":/(3$"9%%?&,"#$%"
students took pictures inside of the vari
ous activities in which they partook as
'/(#"2."#$%"G%(#)4%"H(21!0"31(()3141+5"
G2("%K/+'4%,"#$%"-(&#"34/&&"32!&)&#%0"2."
selecting seeds from catalogs, then mix
ing soils, learning about local food, and
-!/447"')3?)!*"#$%)("`4%*/37N"'(2@%3#"
that they as a class would leave behind
them when they graduated into middle
&3$2245"a/#%(,"&%%0&"9%(%"&#/(#%0"1!0%("
*(29<4)*$#&5"V1#")!"#$%"*/(0%!,"#$%"&#1
0%!#&"(/?%0,"$2%0,"'4/!#%0,"/!0"9/#%(%05"
6$%"&%%0&"&$2#"1'"./&#5
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Photo by Williamsburg Students

Figure 6. Student Photovoice Journal

The students in both classes were
%K3)#%0"#2"1&%"0)*)#/4"3/+%(/&5":/!7"2."
them bubbled when Reed announced
#$%)("!/+%&"/&"#$)&"9%%?;&"'$2#2*(/'$%(&5"
Conversely, she observed many long
faces when announcing students as focus
*(21'"'/(#)3)'/!#&5">()#)!*,".2("&2+%,"
appeared to be too tied to traditional edu
3/#)2!5"H/(0%!"#)+%")&"/"+13$</!#)3)'/#%0"
weekly event that allows the students to
move around and engage outside in ex
'%()%!#)/4"%013/#)2!5"62"+/)!#/)!"#$%"'(2
gram’s emphasis on handson learning,
Reed elected to alternate between verbal
/!0"9()##%!"(%&'2!&%&"#2"#$%"'$2#2&5
The students selected their photos
for the exhibition and reviewed the
-!/4"*(21')!*&"32+')4%0"87"&#/..5"^%%0"
culled written and voice anecdotes to
/332+'/!7"#$%"'$2#2&5"G(2+"#$%"9%/4#$"
of impressive and beautiful pictures,
the staff attempted to achieve an ele
ment of equitability by selecting photos
3$2&%!"87"&#10%!#&"#$%+&%4=%&5"G2(#7"
photos (8 X 11 inch) were mounted on
black foam core panels with anecdotal
32++%!#/(7"87"#$%"&#10%!#&5"Y2"!/+%&"
were used in the presentation of photos
or anecdote to protect privacy of the
&#10%!#&5"6$%"&#10%!#&"&%4%3#%0"/!"2(0%("

of presentation, participated in hanging
the panels in the library, and attended
the opening reception with their families
/!0"2#$%("32++1!)#7"+%+8%(&5"6$%"
photos were on display for one month
at the Meekins Library, on view to the
local community much to the pride of the
&#10%!#&"/!0"#$%)("&3$2245"

Evaluating the Students’ Learning
Experiences Through Photovoice
Our primary research question was
“Do the garden programs increase
1!0%(&#/!0)!*"2.".2209/7&"/!0"$%/4#$bN"

Photo by Catherine Sands

Figure 7. Setting Up
Photo Exhibition
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Photo by Williamsburg Students

Figure 8. “Soil Soup”

>%"/&?%0"#$%"-.#$"*(/0%(&"`M."721"
were going to teach young children
about growing food, what would you
&$29"#$%+bN"T/&%0"2!"#$%"&#(13#1(%"2."
weekly class topics in soils, local foods,
seed cultivation, decomposition, the
students illuminated their garden and
food learning in the following ways:
1. The Relationship Between Soil and
the Food We Eat
As a direct result of six years of
garden experiences, these students dem
onstrated their ability to thoughtfully
discuss soil and compost as complex
&7&#%+&5"`6$)&")&"#$%"')3#1(%"2."#$%"
)!*(%0)%!#&"2."&2)4"&21'5":++++5"a2#&"
2."&#1.."*2%&")!#2"+/?)!*"/"8/#3$"2."&2)45"
You add ingredients to the soil to make
)#"()3$5"c21!*%("?)0&"!%%0"#2"?!29"&2+%"
2."#$%"8/&)3")!*(%0)%!#&5">%"+/?%"&2)4"
out of greensand, rock phosphate, peat
moss, potting soil and cotton seed, and
'%(4)#%5"M#"9/&"(%/447"3224"$29"721"!%%0"
/44"#$/#"#$/#"&#1..5N"
About the interrelation of life cycles,
a student comments, “You put the plants
)!")#"O32+'2&#F5"L!0"721"!%%0"#$%"'4/!#&"
#2"+/?%"#$%"/!)+/4&"4)=%A9$)3$")&"
9$%(%"#$%"+%/#"32+%&".(2+5"L!0"#$%"
dairy product is from the animals which
*)=%"1&"#$%"+%/#5">$)3$"%/#"#$%"'4/!#&5N"
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Handson exploration of composting and
soils provides the knowledge base for
1!0%(&#/!0)!*"!/#1(%"/!0"4).%"/&"3734)3/45"

Students practice retelling what they
learn, which in turn, cements the learn
ing process;

4)'5&6&.3-"/#'7/8$"%9'+/:';<1&%6+="3/'
Skills
" 6$%"&#10%!#&;"'$2#2*(/'$&,"@21(
naling, and interview commentary
/44"(%_%3#"$2!%0"28&%(=/#)2!"&?)44&5"
Multimedia exploration opens the gate
way for descriptive engagement with
and sensory observation of nourishing
'4/!#&5"G2(")!&#/!3%,"2!%"&#10%!#"9()#%&,"
`M;+"/"#/&#%("&2"M"9()#%")#"029!5"G)(&#"M;44"
take a piece of sorrel and I’ll eat it and
then I’ll write what it tastes like, and
I’ll smell it and I’ll write what it smells
4)?%,"/!0"M;44"9()#%"9$/#")#"422?&"4)?%5N"
Using senses of smell and taste,
another writes, “It was sour, tangy and
#/&#75"L!0")#"&+%44&"4)?%"4%##13%5N"`W2((%4"
#/&#%&"4)?%"4%+2!5"M#;&"&21(5"M#;&"*220"
&21("!2#"8/0"&21(5N"L!2#$%("(%+/(?&"2!"
texture, “Sorrel fees rugged, smooth,
2)47,"/!0"81+'75N"V!%"&#10%!#"32+8)!%&"
taste, smell, and touch “Hope taught me
if you crumple it up, squish it around
/!0"#$%!"&+%44")#,")#"&+%44&"4)?%"4%+2!5N"
L!0"-!/447,"#$%"*/(0%!)!*"/!0"(%_%3#)2!"
process open possibility to examine cul
tural history and science, “This plant is
4%+2!"8/4+5"M#"$/&"/"=%(7"8()*$#"3242(5"M#"
)&"&21("/!0"&9%%#"/!0"4%+2!75"M#"&+%44&"
4%+2!7"#225"M#")&"1&%0"#2"$%/4"&!/?%"
bites, fevers, it’s antibacterial and repels
81*&5N"

Maggie had us act out how the
strawberries get from California to
here and everything that goes into
*%##)!*"#$%"&#(/98%(()%&"$%(%5"M#"
was grown on a farm, then driven
to a packaging place, then put on a
truck, then driven to a store, then
721"817")#,"/!0"#$%!"721"%/#")#5"

3. Understanding Local Foodways and
Local Economies
Photography provided a tangible
+%/!&"2."(%'2(#)!*5"M!&')(%0"87"P%82
rah Habib and Kaitlin Doherty’s (2007)
school garden study, we asked the
students to design meals from local
'(2013%5"V!%"&#10%!#"0%&3()8%0"#$%"
experience:
We made menus that use lo
3/4".2205">%"1&%0"/"4)&#"2."423/4"
./(+&"/!0"9$/#"721"3/!"*%#"#$%(%5"
Like Crabapple Farm which sells
vegetables, eggs, fruits, meats,
/!0"_29%(&5"M#")&")!"Z$%&#%(-%405"M"
learned that local farmers get a lot
more money at the end than farm
%(&")!"Z/4).2(!)/5

Another student observed, “I learned the
average distance food travels to get to
721")&"CdRR"+)4%&5N"L!0"/!2#$%("!2#%0"
the economic rationale for supporting
local agriculture, “You might want to
eat local foods because it costs less and
$%4'&"#$%"#29!5N
Students are learning to discern
taste of garden produce from produce
that has traveled a great distance to the
+/(?%#5"^%&'2!0)!*"#2"#$%"e1%&#)2!,"
would you rather eat a vegetable grown
in the garden or from the supermar
?%#f"`H/(0%!,"8%3/1&%")#"#/&#%&"8%##%(5N"
Another student adds, “I would rather
get one from the garden because I know
)#;&".(%&$,"/!0"8%3/1&%"M"*(%9")#"+7&%4.5N"
Having experienced a school garden for
six years, the students know the sharp
0)..%(%!3%")!"_/=2("/!0"!1#()#)2!/4"8%!
%-#"2."423/447"*(29!"'(2013%5"
We know that we helped make
&2+%#$)!*"423/447"*(29!5"M."9%"
come here in the summer and we
pick some stuff, we don’t have to
worry about it being transferred
from 7 million trucks…that’s
*2)!*"#2"8%"/"*220"#$)!*5"M"4)?%"
growing food here because it’s re
/447"*2205"^%/447,"(%/447"*2205
4. Leadership and Critical Thinking
In the process of taking pictures and
(%_%3#)!*"2!"#$%+,"#$%"&#10%!#&"0231
mented their learning about cultural
(%&'%3#"/!0"4%/0%(&$)'5"G2("#$%)("*/(0%!"
`4%*/37"'(2@%3#,N":&5"T)%(9%(#;&"34/&&"
discussed building a shade structure
#2"#(%44)&"34)+8)!*"'4/!#&5"6$%7"9(2#%"
neighboring Abenaki historian Marge
Bruchac to inquire whether a tipi would
8%"/''(2'()/#%5"L.#%("P(5"T(13$/3"
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responded, the students had a discussion
with their teacher about different cul
tures, stereotypes, looking at something
from different perspectives, respecting
2#$%(&5"^%_%3#)!*"2!"#$%"34/&&(22+"
discussion, a student’s comments show
budding critical thinking, “We chose
not to because it would be stereotyping
Y/#)=%"L+%()3/!&5"g6)')&h"/(%"1&1/447"
temporary structures and they’re used as
places of spiritual stuff so we wouldn’t
02"#$/#5N"
Instead, the students built a shade
structure named “Ramada,” which they
describe as “a place for shade and a fun
'4/3%"#2"$/!*"21#5N"L"&#10%!#"0%&3()8%&"
an image of students building the
structure: “People are digging two feet
0%%'")!"#$%"0)(#"&2"#$%"'24%"9)44"&#/7"1'5"
They are setting down a black locust
42*"#2"81)40"#$%"^/+/0/5"6$%"92(?"9)44"
get harder from here on because we will
keep digging holes and we’re going to
$/=%"#2"'1#"1'"#$%".(/+)!*5N"L"&#10%!#"
shared her excitement about leaving a
lasting imprint on the schoolyard:
We’re making a structure for us
#2"4%/=%"8%$)!05"M#;&"*2)!*"#2"8%"
really fun to come when we’re
(%/447"240"#2"&)#")!5">%;(%"-!/447"
getting able to hang posts, and
-!/447"*%##)!*"/84%"#2"$/!*"&#)3?&"
/!0"1&%"7/(!"2!")#5">%;(%"*2)!*"
to hang fabric on it so that when
it rains and stuff people can still
32+%"#2"#$%"*/(0%!5"L!0"'%2'4%"
walking by this place can come in
&)#")!")#5"M#;&"!2#"@1&#".2("#$%"'%2'4%"
/#"#$%"&3$2245"

!"#$%#&#'()$*&+$,-.-(*(-/&)$/0$
Our Photovoice Research
Photographs offer young people the
opportunity to express their ideas visu
ally, to articulate impressions with more
#$/!"92(0&5"V.#%!"#$%"'$2#2&"8%32+%"
#$%"022(9/7"#2"=%(8/4"%K'(%&&)2!5"V!%"
student wrote “You put the seeds in the
soil and give it water and love and sun
&$)!%"/!0"721;=%"*2#"/"'4/!#5N"G1(#$%(
+2(%,"#$%"B$2#2=2)3%"'(2@%3#"'(2=)0%0"
the instructors and teachers an accurate
feedback tool, a way of assessing the
&#10%!#&;"32+'(%$%!&)2!"2."+/#%()/45"
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With the photographs, students felt
their work cultivating food was valued
87"/"8(2/0%("32++1!)#75"6$(21*$"#$%"
'(2@%3#,"#$%7"0231+%!#%0"#$%)("29!"
local knowledge, the “…very mundane,
expert understanding and practical rea
soning about local conditions derived
.(2+"4)=%0"%K'%()%!3%N"Oc/!29"QRRRF5"
The photographs, anecdotes and entire
Photovoice process illuminate an eye
for detail, a concern about contributing
to the community, a delight in learning
with the senses, a critical appreciation
of local farming, and a pride in ac
complishment learned through digging,
growing, building, and shared experi
%!3%&")!"#$%"*/(0%!5
" >$%!"9%"-(&#"'(%&%!#%0"#$%"'(2@%3#"
/&"/"`(%&%/(3$"'(2@%3#,N"9%"0)&32=%(%0"
that the students held negative connota
#)2!&"2."#$%"92(0"`(%&%/(3$5N"M#"&%%+%0"
#22"+13$"4)?%"&3$2245"H/(0%!)!*".2("
these young people is clearly a coveted
time for a different kind of learning, not
at a desk, but in action, with their hands,
+)!0&,"#/&#%"810&"/!0"9$24%"820)%&5">%"
found that framing research as “photo
@21(!/4)&+N"2("`&#2(7#%44)!*N"/''%/4%0"
+2(%"#2"721!*"'%2'4%5
" 6$%"'(2@%3#"9/&"4)+)#%0"87"#)+%".2("
'4/!!)!*"/!0")+'4%+%!#/#)2!5">%"$/0"
less than a month to plan, and less than
#$(%%"+2!#$&"#2")+'4%+%!#"#$%"'(2@%3#5"
M!"/00)#)2!,"#(/0)#)2!/4"-.#7<+)!1#%"
weekly class blocks restricted time with
cameras in hand; participants had ap
proximately 10 minutes to take photo
graphs, and, on alternative weeks, 10
+)!1#%&"#2"(%&'2!0"#2"#$%)("'$2#2*(/'$&5"
While students were able to select their
favorite photos for exhibition, due to the
&$2(#"&)K<9%%?"#)+%".(/+%"2."#$%"'(2@%3#"
and early part of the growing season,
we were not able to schedule adequate
time to involve students in the important
decisionmaking process of selecting
3/'#)2!&"#2"/332+'/!7"#$%)("'$2#2&5"
Typically, Photovoice can involve
participants in focus group selection of
'$2#2&"/!0")&&1%".(/+)!*5"M!&#%/0,"01%"
to time constraints, after transcribing all
2."#$%"(%&'2!&%&A.(2+"=2)3%"(%32(0%(,"
0)*)#/4"=)0%2#/'%&,"/!0"9()#)!*AW/!0&"
and Reed distilled information most
(%4%=/!#"#2"#$%"'(2@%3#"#2"/332+'/!7"
&#10%!#"&%4%3#%0"'$2#2&5"G)!/447,"#)+%"

Figure 9. Seeds

constraints dictated that only a fraction
of the students’ multiseason garden ex
'%()%!3%"9/&"(%32(0%0<<#$%"%/(47"&'()!*5"
J%!3%,"#$%"'(2@%3#"0)0"!2#")!3410%"&1+
+%("3/(%,"$/(=%&#)!*"/!0"322?)!*5"

Taking the Learning to a Broader
Public—Policy Implications
Over 3,000 people have seen Snap
Peas"&)!3%")#"9/&"-(&#"%K$)8)#%05">$%!"
&%##)!*"1'"#$%"-(&#"%K$)8)#)2!"/#"#$%"
Williamsburg Meekins public library,
we never could have imagined the size
2("(/!*%"2."/10)%!3%&")#"92140"(%/3$5"M#"
traveled to the tenth anniversary confer
ence of the Center for Public Policy and
Administration (CPPA) at the Universi
ty of Massachusetts, Amherst, and then
to the Boston State House, hosted by
^%'(%&%!#/#)=%"W#%'$%!"I14)?5"6$%(%,"
students met with Secretary of Educa
tion, Paul Reville, to discuss the value
2."./(+<#2<&3$224"'(2*(/+&5"

Figure 10. Students at Boston
State House Exhibition with
>+11+?@$1&==1'*&?%&=+%9'32
Education Paul Reville
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In 2009, Food For Thought Books
displayed panels in storefront win
dows on the main street of downtown
L+$%(&#5"6$%"%K$)8)#)2!"9/&"#$%!"#/?%!"
to the National Farmtoschool Con
ference in Portland OR, the Northeast
Regional Farmtoschool Conference
in Burlington VT, and the MA Farmto
&3$224"Z2!=%!#)2!")!"W#1(8()0*%":L5"
Two students taught a workshop titled
Students Tell it Like it Is: Snap Peas:
+':"1?$11"3/'32'A@3=363"?&'+/:'*?@33.'
Gardens, in which they performed the
%K$)8)#)2!f"'(2@%3#)!*"#$%"&4)0%&"/!0"
(%/0)!*"#$%"92(0&5"6$%7")!&#(13#%0"
workshop attendees on the steps they
#22?"#2"0%=%42'"#$%"B$2#2=2)3%"'(2@%3#,"
/!0"#$%"'29%("2."&#10%!#<4%0"%=/41/#)2!5"
Margaret Krome, Policy Program Di
rector at the Michael Fields Agricultural
Institute recently wrote, “Williams
burg MA students showed photos they
had taken of activities in their Fertile
H(21!0"'(2*(/+5">$)4%"*/(0%!)!*"/!0"
learning about healthy nutrition, they
also practiced making presentations…
How better to teach students democracy
#$/!"$%4')!*"#$%+")!_1%!3%"'24)37+/?
%(&"#$%+&%4=%&bN"OI(2+%"QRRDF5
The process of presenting the Photo
voice exhibition to the larger town com
munity, policy makers, and to regional
farmtoschool experts afforded the
students a chance to see that their food
knowledge was respected and appreci
ated by adults in their town, region, and
8%72!05"6$%"721!*"'%2'4%"?!29"$29"
food gets to the table, from the farm to
the fork, and why healthy food choices
+/##%(5"6/?)!*"'$2#2&,"0%&3()8)!*"#$%"
learning, presenting them to a wider
public, the students uncovered their own
?!294%0*%"`M"(%/447"%!@27"#$%"&3$224"*/(
den because you learn a lot about healthy
foods and what is good to eat…I’m glad
we can show everyone how cool it is”
O&#10%!#&"e12#%0")!"P29!)!*"QRRXF5"
They see their Fertile Ground school pro
gram in the context of a broader farm
toschool movement where they have
&2+%#$)!*"#2"#%/3$"2#$%(&5"L!0")#"2..%(&"
0)&3%(!)!*"e1/4)#/#)=%"-!0)!*&"#2"#$%"
farmtoschool movement told through
the eyes and words of young people
learning about good nutrition, healthy
.220&,"/!0"3()#)3/4"#$)!?)!*5"

PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY
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